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AUGUST 15th to AUGUST 18th, 2018
at Concordia University in Montréal

The Summer School of the Institut du Nouveau Monde (INM) is a four-day event which allows youth to develop 
their civic competencies by experimenting various forms of citizen participation. It’s also an event designed to 
gather many important actors of society. You’ll meet other motivated participants, public figures, artists, journalists, 
politicians and researchers with whom you can share ideas. It’s a dynamic and fun event made for the youth !

The INM has a fantastic vision for its 15th anniversary, and seeks the attention of the two million youth of Quebec 
aged between 15 and 35 to change the world!

Of course, changing the world requires time and effort, here or elsewhere. Systemic racism, a climate change 
crisis, a reconciliation process, a disorganized health system… There are many different issues that call for 
innovation. This is a great opportunity for youth to tackle these challenges. The younger generation remains a 
strong force of social change. It’s by constructing continuous citizen participation that a shift can come to light.

The INM’s Summer School is an opportunity for youth aged between 15 to 35 to learn, debate, reflect on issues, 
and subsequently propose solutions and projects. Every participant will have an exceptional occasion to meet and 
discuss with other inspiring citizens, and flourish their network. Moreover, they’ll have the ability to engage and to 
voice their ideas ! 

It’s by witnessing this engagement towards our society and community, that the INM reaches out to the two 
million youth of Quebec to change the world! We dedicate this 15th anniversary to these inspirational youth !

TWO MILLION
CHANGING THE WORLD !

The school of citizen participation

Changing the world for the 15th anniversary of the summer school

15th anniversary of the Institut du 
Nouveau Monde Summer School



INSCRIPTION
The 15th anniversary is not to be missed ! 

Category Registration fees
Member of INM participant $ 95
Regular participant $ 110 
Observer (36 yrs + ) $ 135 
Group of 5 people $ 425  ($ 85 par personne)

Don’t let registration fees get in the 
way of your citizen participation 
to the INM’s Summer School 15th 
anniversary. 

Get more information on our 
sponsorship program:  
ecole.inm.qc.ca/parrainage

For all inquiries please contact Sarah Sultani: sarah.sultani@inm.qc.ca or 514-934-5999, extension 229.

Each participant can enroll in one of eight different profiles, which gives them a chance to explore various 
possibilities through a lens of their choice. Changing the world requires occupying public space through different 
ways so their voices can be heard:

INITIATION
PROFILE

MOBILIZATION
PROFILE

PARTICIPATORY LEADERSHIP
PROFILE

EXPLORATION
PROFILE

COMMUNICATION
PROFILE

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
PROFILE

ARTISTIC
PROFILE

INNOVATION
PROFILE

In brief, the programming of the Summer School !

• The Institut du Nouveau Monde’s 15th anniversary.

• An engaged lunch with the Office franco-québécois pour la jeunesse (OFQJ).

• Eight profiles representing diverse citizen participations.

• Round table activities and conferences with passionate individuals. 

• Various activities on current issues to choose from, such as the provincial elections, the refugee crisis, 
technology and information, the transition movement and alternative economies.

• Participatory workshops to develop competencies.

• Networking and inspiring meetups.

• Youth take a stand to make their voices heard.

• An activity Carte blanche where participants can propose what to do.

• And much more !

Sponsorship program

Profiles


